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Measurement of Agricultural Income of Counties

JOHN L. FULMER, EMORY UNIVERSITY

Inadequate da.ta on farmers' receipts and expenditures for small
~eas and a.t;l mcomplete theory of agricultural income formation
hinder the drrect measurement of county agricultural income. This
paper describes the development and testing of a method of estimat
ing such income that compensates somewhat for the lack of basic
co~ty data, although a~j~tments were necessary to make the
recelP~ complete ~d statIstIcally comparable with the Department
of Agnculture estimates. The paper also discusses the second diffi
culty-the theory of net income formation in agriculture.

Current Methods of Estimation

Bureaus of business research and other organizations estimate
county agricultural income by some type of allocation method. One
method obtains residuals through an incomplete accounting of ex
penses against receipts, by county. Each residual is expressed as a
percentage of the state total agricultural income and is used as a
percentage allocator for the county. In the other usual method, both
the receipts and expenditures are built up from various sources to
make them comparable to items in the income and expenditure
statement of the National Income Division of the Department of
Commerce to obtain more refined residuals, which again serve to
provide county allocators. (Table 3 below gives the results of a test
of the latter method.)

Numerous attempts have been made to develop refined methods
by which to prepare valid estimates of county agricultural income.
One of the first research studies on methodology was made in the
early 1930's by W. M. Adamson.! He developed methods, based on

Nom: The author gratefully acknowledges financial support and helpful advice
from his former colleagues. Lori~ A. Thompson. and. John Ift~epage Lancaster,
Bureau of Population and EcODOIDlC Research~ Umvet:>lty of Vrr!PIDa,. under wh0!D
the study was initiated in 19.53. John O. Edison, Drrector, U~vel"Slty Center m
Georgia, AtheDS, Georgia, kindly made a grant of funds for c1enca1 help and sup
plies, for which I am also sincerely grateful.

1 W. M. Adamson, Income in Counties 01 Alabama, 1929 and 1935, Bureau ~
Businas Research, University of Alabama, 1939; "M~emeDt of Income m
Small Geographic Areas," Southern Economic JouTNll. April 1942, pp. 479-492.
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AGRICULTURAL INCOME OF COUNTIES

receipts-expenditures differences, to allocate state net farm income
to counties, modifications of which are still widely used.

Another approach was made by Byron L. Johnson and Carl G.
Nordquist in 1951.2 They applied to counties a regression equa
tion derived from an analysis of the effect of two factors on net
income formation in agriculture at the state level: farm receipts
from crops (x:!) and farm receipts from livestock (xs). These were
related by correlation techniques to farm proprietors' net income
(Xl) reported by the NID for states. (The data on farm receipts
by states and by counties were from the 1945 census of agriculture.)
The correlation coefficient was 0.91, representing a coefficient of
determination of 83 per cent. In addition to leaving a large per
centage of the variance "unexplained" (17 per cent), the use of
regression equations based on large aggregates appears to lead to
large variations in the extremes, particularly in the low values. Also,
the transition from economic aggregates in millions of dollars at
the state level to ones in thousands at the county level raises serious
problems of proportionality. The authors recognized these difficul
ties, as well as others connected with differences in enterprise com
bination and in relative cost level among counties.s

Income Formation in Agriculture

The concept of agricultural income in this study begins with the
NID farm proprietors' net farm income. Wages paid hired labor
and rents allocated farm landlords are added. Government pay
ments are deducted. Except for the deduction of government pay
ments, this concept agrees with the definition of agricultural income
employed by the NID.4 It is also analogous to Department of Agri
culture concepts, except that the imputed value of house rent and
the corresponding expenses on farm dwellings have been omitted.

Since agricultural income by this definition includes the value of
food consumed but no interest charges except those paid on bor
rowed capital, the result is the return to labor and management of
farm operators and farm labor plus the return to the capital em
ployed in agriculture owned by farm operators and farm landlords.

2 Byron L. Johnson and Carl G. Nordquist, An Estimate of Personal Income
Payments by Colorado County, 1948, University of DenverPress, 1951, pp. 22-25.

3 For an excellent bibliography on the evolution of the methodology, see Lewis
C. Copeland, Methods for Estimating Income Payments in Counties: A Technical
Supplement to County Income Estimates for Seven Southeastern States, Bureau
of Population and Economic Research, University of Virginia, 1952, pp. 84-91.

4 See Robert E. Graham, Jr., "State Income Payments in 1953," Survey of Cur
rent Business, Dept. of Commerce, August 1954, p. 13.
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AGRICULTURAL INCOME OF COUNTIES

Ho~ever, the concept is defec~ive in several respects. As noted, it
omits the value of f~ dwellm~s and co~esponding maintenance
costs. There are also unportant madequacies in the basic data pre
pared by the Department of Agriculture. No account is taken of
the ~alue of fuel, gam~, and ~ater fumish~ by the farm, and food
furmshed by the farm IS credited at farm pnces rather than at retail
prices.

The theory of agricultural income formation is basically the
same a~ the theory.of income formation in any competitive industry.
The pnce mechanism allocates resources to uses that maximize the
marginal return per dollar of outlay to each factor of production.
The earnings of the factors-land, labor, capital, and management
-reveal the profitability and hence the income of agriculture.
Yearly data are not widely available on market valuations of
returns to land and capital for small areas. But the relative pro
ductivity of labor, as exhibited in farm wages, is the major source of
the difference in income between agriculture and other industries
and of differences within agriculture between geographic areas and
can be used as a measure of the differences. Since management is
included as a part of farm labor, I have ignored it as a separate factor.

ANNUAL COMPOSITE FARM WAGE RATE PER HOUR

The composite wage II rate per hour of labor is valuable in fore
casting the agricultural income of areas. First, since the biggest
share (around 60 per cent) 8 of agricultural income goes to farm
labor as earnings for labor, there is at least an arithmetic relation
ship.

Second, farm labor, as a factor of production, participates in
agricultural income formation and consequently receives its mar
ginal value product. This is the result of an automatic adjustment
of the supply of farm labor to the point where the wage offers of en
trepreneurs equal the marginal value of the labor. Especially in areas
where cropping and other Simplified forms of tenancy exist, an ex
cess supply of labor will leave the farm labor market; the laborers
will either rent farms or move into industrial and city employment.
Although most farm labor is done by the farm operator or his
family,T its cost is fully reflected in the going farm wages of the
community.

5 The composite farm wage rate per hour was used to reflect the pattern of wage
payments and perquisites of geographi~ units. Basic data for s~tes were obtained
from the January issue of "Farm Labor. processed. DepL of Agnculture. 1951.

•see D. Gale Johnson. "Allocation of Agric:ultura1 Income," Journal 01 Farm
Economics. November 1948, pp. 728-734.

, According to the 1950 census of ABJ'kulture, there were S.4 million farm oper-
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AGRICULTURAL INCOME OF COUNTIES

In addition to affecting the supply of farm labor! general eco
nomic conditions affect the demand for farm products and their
prices. Changes in the prices of farm products raise or lower the
marginal value product, and thus the price of labor. Finally, an in
crease in .the profitability of farming stimulates an increase in the
scale of operations. Bidding for farm labor occurs along with bid
ding for other factors.
RATIO OF 1950 COMPOSITE WAGE RATE TO 1949 WAGE

Farm wages do not fully reflect the marginal value product of
farm labor since there are contractual inflexibilities in the wage
rate, so corrections are made when the wage rate is renegotiated the
following year if the market is reasonably competitive. Conse
quently, agricultural income per hour is reflected in farm wages both
in the same year and in the following year. The composite wage
rate in 1950 was expressed as a percentage of the 1949 rate, so that
both rates could be used as factors in preparing these estimates of
county agricultural income.

RATIO OF IMPUTED COST OF NONLABOR FACTORS TO

HOURLY FARM WAGES 8

A third distinguishing factor between the income patterns of
areas is the relation of costs to total receipts. Since there is little
information on expenditures, relative costs cannot be known pre
cisely. But one can obtain an imputed cost of nonlabor factors
from total receipts.

I have assumed that the value of the labor input in any geographic
area bears a unique relationship to the imputed value of all other
factors. Because substitution tends to keep the marginal value of
the dollar input of different factors equal,9 a ratio of the cost of non
labor factors to the hourly wage rate should be consistent with the
rate of income formation, and it can be calculated. The value of the
fixed inputs, and hence their implicit annual cost, depends on the
level of agricultural income, and the cost of variable inputs other
than labor is related to labor cost because they are substituted for
it or combined with it. Consequently, the ratio can be deduced ap
proximately from the relationship between the farm wage rate and

ators, and in the week prior to the enumeration in 1950 there were employed on
these farms 1.9 million unpaid family workers of the farm operators' families and
1.6 million hired workers on only 13.1 per cent of the farms.

8 The procedure given is in accord with the conditions of equilibrium in a com
petitive industry where t<;>tal cost of inputs equals total value of outputs, assuming
rents and normal profits are considered as inputs. .

9 In support of this theoretical model, see Alfred Marshall, Principles of Eco
nomics, 8th ed., London, Macmillan, 1938, pp. 514-515.
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total farm receipts per hour. The wage rate per hour was deducted
from total receipts and the remainder expressed as a ratio to it. tO

A high ratio indicates a high nonlabor cost structure in the area;
a low ratio, a low cost structure.

Because total farm receipts reflect both the effect of weather and
a compoSite of price effects, so does the ratio, and through it, the
income estimates. Weather has more effect on the output and gross
receipts of a small area than of a large one. Price changes stemming
from supply variations has little effect on income if the fann products
are produced for local consumption, but a great effect if the products
are staple and produced nationwide or world-wide.

Table 1 presents the values for the four estimating factors for all
the states: the average composite farm wage rate for 1949 (x2 ),

the 1950 rate as a percentage of the 1949 rate (xs), the ratio of non
labor costs to the hourly wage (x.), and the agricultural hourly in
come (Xl). The exact procedure used in computing the last two
factors is described in the notes to the table.

TABLE 1

Values of Estimating Factors for States. 1949

Composite 1950 Wage Imputed Cost Hourly
Farm Wage Rate a asa of Nonlabor Agricultural
(cents per hour) Percentage Factors to the Income e
1949 1950 011949 Wage Hourly Wage b (cents)

Region and State (XI) (xl) (x.) (x.)

Northeast:
125.6Connecticut 73.4 72.1 98.2 2.90

Maine 63.3 63.3 100.0 3.46 118.1
Maryland 60.6 60.9 100.5 2.24 86.9
Massachusetts 71.1 69.7 98.0 2.78 118.5
New Hampshire 69.8 69.3 99.3 2.75 95.9
New Jersey 65.5 65.9 100.6 2.80 107.1
New York 66.5 67.0 100.8 1.89 65.0
Pennsylvania 56.1 56.6 100.9 2.76 77.9
Rhode Island 72.4 71.2 98.3 3.25 105.0
Vermont 67.9 65.5 96.5 1..55 52.0

53.7
76.8
56.0
81.1

1.62
1.96
1.83
2.01

36.2
43.2
36.4
43.6

37.7 104.1
42.7 98.8
37.6 103.3
44.S 102.1

(continued on next page)

lOThe method may be illustrated as follows: Assume that total.farm receipts
(cash farm receipts plus value of food used from the farm) for a ~ven state. ~as
$4.00 per hour in 1949 and that the farm wage Il!tt: per hour exclUding perquw~
was S1.00. Then the difference would be $3.00. Dividing $3.00 by $1.00 would pvc
a ratio of cost of nonlabor facton to labor of 3 to 1.

South:
Alabama
Arkansas
Georgia
Kentucky
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TABLE 1 (continued)

]950 Wage Imputed Cost =Composite HOUrly
Farm Wage Rate a asa 01 Nonlabor Agricultural
(cents per hour) Percentage Factors to the Incomtt
1949 1950 011949 Wage Hourly Woge h (cellls)

Region and State (x.) (x,) (x.) (x.)

Louisiana 39.8 41.2 103.5 2.02 7S.8
Mississippi 37.2 37.4 100.5 1.49 47.6
North Carolina 43.7 44.3 101.4 1.53 69.0
South Carolina 33.0 33.1 100.3 2.02 S5.6

Tennessee 36.9 37.1 100.5 1.83 61.6
Virginia 48.1 48.7 101.2 1.93 81.1
West Virginia 44.9 44.9 100.0 2.04 72.1

Com Be1t:
100.3 3.98Illinois 63.0 63.2 126.2

Indiana 57.2 58.7 102.6 3.84 129.6
Iowa 73.7 74.8 101.5 2.91 118.4
Michigan 59.4 60.6 102.0 2.22 88.9
Minnesota 70.9 69.4 97.9 1.95 96.3
Missouri 49.4 51.5 104.3 2.87 98.4
Ohio 56.8 58.4 102.8 3.14 101.6
Nebraska 70.1 71.0 101.3 2.98 118.8
North Dakota 73.4 71.8 97.8 2.98 107.7
South Dakota 73.5 71.8 97.7 2.14 91S
Wisconsin 61.3 60.7 99.0 1.S6 74.7

West:
Arizona 63.7 62.9 98.7 2.52 I3IA
California 88.5 88.4 99.9 1.68 I1SJ
Colorado 63.7 64.7 101.6 3.31 121.2
Kansas 70.5 69.8 99.0 3.35 121.5
Montana 72.0 73.1 101.5 1.80 106.6
Oklahoma 63.8 62.2 97.5 2.35 107.4
Oregon 91.8 92.5 100.8 1.30 92.7
New Mexico 54.1 53.1 98.2 2.72 109.6
Texas 54.9 55.4 100.9 2.28 121.8
Utah 68.9 71.4 103.6 1.78 92.1
Washington 94.8 93.3 98.4 1.73 110.0

Other:
Delaware 61.0 59.7 97.9 4.49 124.9
Florida 46.3 46.7 100.9 3.10 122.6
Idaho 76.0 75.8 99.7 1.33 128.1
Nevada 68.4 69.6 101.8 2.63 148.2
Wyoming 70.5 69.4 98.4 1.83 77.6

a From "Farm Labor," processed, Dept. of Agriculture, January 12, 19SI, pp.
11-12.

b This ratio was obtained as follows: The total farm receipts (cash and food con-
sumed), as estimated by the Department of Agriculture in the Farm Incomt Sitll-
at;on. (Ju~e 195I) was divided by the total hours of labor required by all farm en-
te9'nses m the state. The result was the total farm receipts per hour of labor. Frcm
~ was deducted the 1949 composite wage rate. The difference remaining was tbca
diVIded by the 1949 .wage, resultin~ in the ratio as given for the respective~
For example, according to calculations. 366.8 million hours of labor were required '-'

by all the farm entesprlses in Virsinia in 1949. The Departmeut of Agriculture csti-
(notes continued on next page)
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Notes to Table 1 (continued)

mates show $SI6.9 million of total farm income, which results in 141 cents per
hour of labor. To obtain. the ratio of the imputed cost of nonlabor factors to the
hourly wage, the compoSlte farm wage (48.1 cents per hour) was deducted, leaving
92.9 cents per hour. The hourly wage rate was then divided into this residual giving
a ratio of 1.93. '

e This column was derived by dividing agricultural income by the total hours
of labor required on all farm enterprises. For example, Virginia agricultural income
per hour was obtained by dividing agricultural income, as previously defined ($297.5
inillion), by the 366.8 million hours of labor required in Virginia. The quotient
(81.1 cents) is agricultural income per hour.

Estimating County Agricultural Income

The basic method used here to estimate the agricultural income
of counties involves the application of a regression equation of state
relationships to counties. By regression analysis, the coefficients of
factors associated with agricultural income per hour of labor of
homogeneous groups of states for the census year 1949 were deter
mined. After they were adjusted by correlation methods to the
groups of states that are most alike in types of farming and asso
ciated political and social conditions, the state regression coefficients
were applied to values of the corresponding independents (or varia
bles) for counties to prepare the county estimates of agricultural
income per hour for 1949. Multiplying the hOUrly income of a
county by the total hours of farm labor required on all the farm
enterprises in the county gave its total agricultural income. This
procedure assumes that regression coefficients calculated for states
with similar types of farms and reasonably similar political, social,
and cultural institutions may be validly applied to independents that
are similarly defined at the county level.ll Estimates for intercensal
years were based on income formation ratios for 1949 adjusted to
the economic conditions of the particular year.

CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF REGIONS

Since the method of this study requires a regional treatment in
order to reflect types of farming and institutional factors, fOUf
groups of states were analyzed: the South, the Northeast, the Com
Belt, and the West.12 The results for the first three regions were sta
tistically significant (see Table 2). The highest coefficient of de
termination was obtained for the Com Belt (91 per cent) and
the lowest for the rather unlike states in the Northeast (70 per
cent). The standard error of the estimate of agricultural income

11 The validity of this assumption is examined below.. .
12 These regions do not correspond to the Census Bureau regIons. For a list of the

states included in each of these regions, see Table 1.
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TABLE 2

Comparison of Regression Coefficients, Beta Coefficients, and other Correlation
Results for Three Groups of States, 1949

SOUTH a CORN BELT a NORTHEAST a

Net Net Net
Regression Beta Regression Beta Regression Beta

FACTORS RELATED TO X, Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient

X., composite farm wage
1.025 0.504 1.645 b 0.368rate, 1949, cents 1.955 0.766

X" 1950 farm wage as per-
1.898 0.255 1.751 e 0.107centage of 1949 wage 0.847 e 0.117

X" ratio of imputed cost
of nonlabor factors to
the hourly wage 26.359 0.451 20.114 0.895 32.767 0.730

Constant Ad -146.7 -208.0 -274.8
R2 0.90 0.94 0.80
R2 0.85 0.91 0.70
if 0.92 0.96 0.84
S 4.62 5.37 13.28
Standard error, Per cent e 7.0 5.1 13.9

a See Table 1 for the states included.
b Almost significant at the 5 per cent point by the F-ratio test.
e Not statistically significant by the F-ratio test.
d For an explanation of the symbolism and methods used, see Mordecai Ezekiel, Methods of

Correlation Analysis, Wiley, 1930, pp. 121-122 and 174-178.
e Standard error expressed as a percentage of the mean.

per hour varied from 4.6 cents to 13.3 cents for the South and
the Northeast, while the percentage standard error varied between
5.1 and 13.9 per cent, the Corn Belt and the Northeast being the
extremes, respectively. Total agricultural income for geographic
areas can therefore be estimated with even less error because of the
effect of the total labor input when the estimated hourly agricul
tural income is inflated to total agricultural income. After agri
cultural income per hour was multiplied by the total hours of labor
required, the results were compared with the NID estimate. The
percentage mean discrepancy for each group of states was:

South
Northeast
Corn Belt
West 13

4.8
9.8
3.3
6.1

13 The results were not statistically significant, but the low standard error pro
duced a satisfactory mean discrepancy. The equation is as follows: x, = 249.8 +
0.0012 x, - 1.619 x, + 10.637 X,; R2 =0.48; R2 =0.25, the error of estimate be-
ing 10.5 cents. '
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Thc:se discrepancies are satisfactory, considering the limited data
available. The results are comparable to sampling errors found by
actual field surveys of net farm income in Iowa.14 According to
results pUblished in 1942, the sampling percentage of average net
cash income of farm operators varied between 8.8 per cent and 15.1
pe~ cent for type of farming areas, with 5.9 per cent for the state
estimate.

For the South, the discrepancy of the estimate for 1949 from NID
estimates varied from -6.1 per cent for North Carolina to +10.3
per cent for West Virginia, the mean discrepancy being 4.8 per cent.
With the exception of West Virginia's 10.3 per cent, the individual
state errors cluster about the mean discrepancy quite closely, in
dicating a high degree of success in applying the regression equation.

PREPARATION OF COUNTY ESTIMATES 15

In preparing estimates of agricultural income of counties, the
results must represent the standing of the county in net income in
relation to other counties in the region. I think the regression method
employed here meets this requirement sufficiently for practical use
of the estimates. But in order to apply regression coefficients from
state relationships to preparation of county estimates, two problems
must be solved: the theoretical basis for the application of regression
coefficients from larger geographic areas to smaller areas must be
formulated, and a numerical series of independents for counties
comparable with those of the states must be secured.

Regression relationships of larger areas may be validly applied
to smaller ones because the input-output function in production
and income formation is not dependent on the size of the geographic
unit. This assumption becomes of unlimited applicability even be
tween firms and geographic units when rents and profits are included
as a part of the cost, as they are in x. (the ratio of the imputed cost
of nonlabor factors to the hourly wage). Because this factor reflects
input combinations (and also weather and price influences through
total farm receipts) in dollars, the problems arising from variations
in both enterprise and expense mix. are avoided because all are in
the same unit of measure.

The second major problem, that the variables must be equally
available for both states and counties, was solved sufficiently for

14 Raymond J. Jessen, Statisticallnvestigatio1J of a Sample Survey for Obtaining
Farm Factg. Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Research Bull.
304. June 1942, p. 14.

15 The method is tested with Virginia counties because the basic labor require
ments were worked out for Virginia counties in 1953. Clerical help was too limited
to perform an additional set of calculations for other states.
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the purposes of this study. X2 (composite wage rate) and Xs (1950
wage as a percentage of the 1949 wage) were not available by
counties. Both factors, however, were ded~ced from data provided
by the Department of Agriculture on April 1950 composite wage
rates for economic areas. IS

In order to compute x., the ratio of the imputed cost of nonlabor
factors to the hourly wage, estimates of total farm receipts by coun·
ties 17 were built up from census data, Department of AgriCUlture
statistics, and from data from the crop reporting service in Virginia.
The total labor requirements fo~ all enterpri~es of each county were
computed by applying the labor I~put per umt 18 to all acres of crops
grown, livestock on farms, and lIvestock products. Total labor re
quirements for eac~ county were divided i~to t~e total farm re~eipts
to obtain farm receipts per hour. From thiS pomt, the calculatIOn of
x. for counties employed the same procedure as for states. The reo
suIting county ratio for x. is therefore analogous to the state ratio
for X4-

The values obtained for X2 and Xa by economic areas made up of
several counties, however, are not directly analogous to these
factors at the state level, but meet the requirements sufficiently. It
would be preferable to have these factors for counties, but the error
made from employment of area measures probably does not ma
terially affect the county results. Since economic areas were defined
in tenns of economic factors, selected to meet a high degree of
homogeneity, farm wages that resultfrom them are likewise expected
to be fairly homogeneous throughout the area. IS

IS Data on fann wage rates by economic areas are available from Special Statistics
Branch, Agricultural Marketing Service, Department of Agriculture. For definition
of economic areas, see Donald J. Bogue, "State Economic Areas," Dept. of Com·
merce, processed, 1951, pp. 1-9.

17 Cash fann receipts 1D reasonably complete form are prepared by the coopera
tive crop reporting service of some states. In making application of the regression
coefficients to a sample of twenty Virginia counties, however, it was necessary to
adjust census reports of cash farm receipts to Department of Agriculture estimates
by a ratio method, adjusting each enterprise independently to reOect a maximum
for specialization. Estimates of value of farm products consumed on farms had to
be built up approximately from the census of 1945.

IS Labor requirements for most farm enterprises by states may be obtained from
Department of Agriculture reports as follows: Reuben W. Hecht and Keith R.
Vice, Labor Used for Field Crops. Statistical Bull. 144, June 1954. and Reuben w.
H~ht, Lobor Use~ for Livestock, Statistical Bull. 161, May 1955. For greater de
taIl on I~bor req~rementsby type-of-farming arens, the applicable section of Crop
Produ.ctlOn PractIces: Labor, Power and Materials by Operation, F.M. 92, 1952
1953 IS recommended.

19 T!'ere is no good substitute for farm wage data by counties. but the area wage '--'
dat.a gives a good. ide.a of the potentialities of the method. The use of the results as
estimates can be Justified under present conditions because nothing better is avail·
able.
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':!'he result.s of applying the regression equation to preparation of
a~c::ultu~al mcome for twe~ty counties, taken as a sample of Vir
gmla agnculture, are shown m Table 3.20 This table shows the 1947

TABLE 3

Comparisons of Estimates of Agricultural Income for Twenty Virginia Counties
Prepared by Different Methods, 1947 and 1949

1949
1947 1949 Estimates 1949 Income
Ratio Allocation Regression Total Formation

Area Estimate Estimate Estimate Receipts a Ratiosb

(thousands of dollars) (per cent)
Accomac $11,325 $ 9,788 $ 9,699 $ 17,490 55.5
Albermarle 4,097 2,735 3,818 6,453 59.2
Alleghany 603 416 574 948 60.5
Amelia 2,231 2,816 2,356 4,053 58.1
Amherst 2,437 1,888 1,857 3,188 58.2
Apr>mattox 1,853 1,787 1,573 2,699 58.3
Arlington 56 34 70 121 57.9
Augusta 9,820 7,893 9,379 16,142 58.1

Bath 990 661 843 1,414 59.6
Bedford 4,294 4,473 4,599 7,899 58.2
Bland 1,151 1,058 1,091 1,926 56.6
Botetourt 2,919 2,728 2,807 4,828 58.1
Brunswick 5,091 4,608 3,979 6,625 60.1
Buchanan 1,298 1,734 1,335 2,219 60.2
Buckingham 2,530 2,566 2,181 3,772 57.8

Camf1:ll 3,755 3,432 3,329 5,728 58.1
Caro' e 2,251 2,394 2,353 3,984 59.1
Carroll 3,234 4,118 3,570 6,358 56.1
Charles City 872 878 833 1,558 53.5
Charlotte 3,516 2,845 2,984 4,974 60.0

Total $64,329 $58,852 $59,230 $102,379 58.2

Counties as an
area c $64,335 $58,852 $59,231 $102,376 57.9

State $322,200 $297,500 $297,500 $516,900 57.6

Counties as per-
centage of state 19.97 19.78 19.91 19.81

• Includes cash farm receipts plus value of products consumed on farm where
produced. .

b Re~ession estimate of agricultural income as a percentage of total receIpts.
c Estunate prepared by method shown for twenty counties treated as an area.

zo The calculation of the regression estimate will be illustrated for Accomac
County, Virginia. Since Virginia was included in the South, the applicable regres
sion equation is x, = -146.7 + 1.955 x. +0.847.ra + 26.359,x..

The values of the independents for Accomac County are: x. equals 52.2;.lO, 101.1;
and x.. 3.54. Substituting in the equation: x. = -146.7 + 1.955 (52.2) + 0.847
(101.1) + 26.359 (3.54). x. = -146.7 + 102.1 + 85.7 + 93.3 = 134.4 cents per
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estimates, 1949 estimates prepared by two methods, total fann re
ceipts for 1949, and the ratio of agricultural income formation for
1949. The 1949 regression estimate was prep~re~ from the regres·
sion equation for the South for 1949 by ap~hcatlo~ of the county
variables discussed above. The 1949 al!ocatlon estimates was pre
pared by deducting from total farm receIpts all farm expenses, both
fixed and variable, which were calculated by numerous allocation
procedures, some based on data given in the 1950 census of agricul
ture and such prior censuses as were n~cess?ry to fill the gaps. The
results are obviously only rough approxImatIons and are useful only
in general comparis~ns with the regression estimat~ for 1949.

The regression estimates are preferable to the estimates prepared
by allocation procedures from several standpoints. First, the alloca·
tion estimate is subject to error due to the mixed use of farm capital
in some counties. In practically all farm counties, off-farm work,
mainly in towns, is performed by farmers and farm laborers. Part of
the investment in farm buildings, farm automobiles, and trucks is
chargeable to off-farm work. This is also true of the maintenance
costs on all three items, and of gasoline, oil, and other operating
costs on farm trucks and automobiles. To my knowledge, this mixed
use of farm capital is ignored by allocation procedures currently in
use. The regression procedure avoids this problem because the esti
mates are based on the value of inputs of laoor and its relation to
other factors of production employed solely in agricultural produc
tion.

Second, the income formation ratios for 1949 conform more
closely to a normal curve than the ratios from the allocation pro
cedures. Despite the fact that the regression estimates of agricultural
income per hour for twenty counties varied between 49 cents and
152 cents per hour, the income formation ratios showed a coefficient
of variation of less than 3 per cent, compared to 20 per cent for the
allocation estimates. The abnormality of the latter estimates is fur
ther shown by the relatively large negative skewness. Theoretically,
~e ratio of income formation should not vary greatly between coun
tIes, since under competitive conditions, capital and other resources
tend to move to the more profitable counties, correcting most of the
differential.

Third, relative variations between net income from the regression
estimates and gross income conform more closely to the generally

ho~r. The total 134.4 cents per hour gives $9,917,000, which required a downward
adjustment of 2.2 per cent to $9,699,000, in order to be in line with the twenty
county share of .the s~te ~ta1. This 2.2 per cent discrepancy happens also to equal
the error made m estimating the state total from the regression equation.
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accepted theory of expected variations than variations between net
income from allocation procedures and gross income. Net income
estimated from regression coefficients showed a coefficient of varia
tion of 87 per cent compared to 83 per cent for net income estimated
from allocation procedures. The coefficient of variation of gross
income to which both are comparable was 81 per cent. Thus, the
relative variability of net income derived from regression estimates
was substantially greater (7 per cent rather than 2 per cent) and
therefore in accord with theoretical expectations.

In the preparation of estimates of agriculture income of counties
for 1947, a simple procedure was employed. The 1949 income for
mation ratio for each county (last column of Table 3) was adjusted
for the difference between the state income formation ratio for 1947
and 1949, and the result was applied to the corresponding county
farm receipts for 1947. This procedure is based on the assumption
that differentials between county income ratios remain fairly con
stant during a period of two or three years. New enterprises are
accepted slowly on a wide scale. Shifts in the pattern of old enter
prises in response to changes in prices do not seriously disturb the
relationship, because resources are fairly completely utilized by
enterprise substitutions.

Another problem is the relationship between the prices received
by farmers and prices paid by farmers (the parity ratio). A change
in this affects directly the level of income formation in geographic
units. Between any two years a rise in the parity ratio raises the rate
at which income is formed; a fall lowers it. Such a change is reflected
in the NID estimates of state incomes and shows up clearly in in
come formation ratios for the respective states. The adjustment of
the county income formation ratios was introduced to handle this
problem. The income formation ratio of Virginia for 1947 was ex
pressed as a percentage of the 1949 ratio. Since the ratio in 1947
was 59.3 per cent and in 1949, 57.6 per cent, the percentage rela
tionship was 103. Each county income formation ratio for 1949 was
raised by 3 per cent to obtain the estimated income formation ratio
for 1947 on the assumption that any regional differences in the
parity ratio effects were adequately reflected in the respective state
income formation ratios.

Application of the same percentage adjustment to each county
ratio of the census year causes the absolute effect of the adjustment
to vary with the size of the county ratio. Thus, counties with low in
come formation ratios (high cost ratios) receive comparatively less
adjustments from ch~ges ~ the parity ratio .th~ the counti~ with
high income formation ratios. The result IS m accord WIth the
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observed tendencies for counties with high ratios to be more vola
tile to inflation and deflation than counties with low income forma
tion ratios. The adjusted ratios were ~pplied d~rectly to t?tal farm
receipts of counties for 1947 to obtam a.net m~ome estimate for
1947 (first column of Table 3). The malO detaIls of the step in
volved in preparing the estimates are given in Tab!e 4.

The income formation ratio for 1947 was obtamed by multiply
ing the 1949 ratio by 1.03, derive~ fr0!D the state relationship be
tween the two ratios (see the last hnes In Table 4). Total farm re
ceipts were estimated from Department of Agriculture data by
procedures analogous to those used for the census year 1949, except
the nearest census distributions of receipts was the basic method
for allocation of the Department of Agriculture estimates of re
ceipts for intercensal years. The estimates of agricultural net in
come were then prepared by applying the 1947 ratios in the second
column to total farm receipts.

The method is a rapid but crude procedure by which to obtain
estimates for intercensal years with a minimum of labor. The in·
come formation ratio for 1947 was 3 per cent higher than for 1949,
reflecting mainly the difference in the parity ratio. Each county in·
come formation ratio obtained by the more precise regression meth·
ods applicable to census years was increased by 3 per cent. Thus,
the ratio for Accomac county was raised from 55.5 per cent to 57.2.
Total receipts in 1947 were $19,799,000; in 1949, $17,490,000.
Therefore, the corresponding estimates of net income were $11,
325,000 and $9,699,000. In other words, an increase in total re
ceipts of $2,309,000 produced an increase in agricultural income
of $1,626,000. The method will practically always produce esti·
mates for intercensal years that vary in the same direction as total
receipts, as do all twenty counties in Table 4. Other methods tried
by the writer failed to do so consistently. Obviously, changes in taxes
and contract interest, the only two overhead charges rigidly fixed
in the concept of agricultural income here used, arc not fully re
flected by this method. But the effects are minor in most counties.
However, if desired, a separate adjustment could be attempted for
both items. Thus, the results, although rougher than estimates by
regression equations (which could also be computed for intercensal
years), are restricted to uses where refinements in the series are not _
required. The method should be a valuable aid, however, in pr0
viding county estimates of agricultural income cheaply until better
methods are developed.

In conclusion, I believe that the rearession methods that have
been tested experimentally for one cens~s year (1949) and the one
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TABLE 4

Agricultural Income for Twenty Virginia Counlies for 1947

Income Ratio E.ttimated
Income Corrected Total Farm Agricultural

Area Ratio 1949 101947 Receipts 1947 Income 1947
(percent) (thousands of dollars)

Accomac 55.S 57.2 $ 19,799 $ 11,325
Albermarle 59.2 61.0 6,716 4,097
Alleghany 60.5 62.3 968 603
Amelia 58.1 59.8 3,741 2,237
Amherst 58.2 59.9 4,069 2,437
Appomattox 58.3 60.0 3,089 1,853
Arlington 57.9 59.6 94 56
Augusta 58.1 59.8 16,421 9,820

Bath 59.6 61.4 1,612 990
Bedford 58.2 59.9 7,168 4,294
Bland 56.6 58.3 1,975 1,151
Botetourt 58.1 59.8 4,881 2,919
Brunswick 60.1 61.9 8,224 5,091
Buchanan 60.2 62.0 2,093 1,298
Buckingham 57.8 59.5 4,252 2,530

Campben 58.1 59.8 6,279 3,755
Caroline 59.1 60.9 3,696 2,251
Carron 56.1 57.8 5,596 3,234
Charles City 53.S 55.1 1,583 872
Charlotte 60.0 61.8 5,689 3,516

Total $ 64,329

Counties as an area 57.90 59.60 $107,945 $ 64,335
State 57.55 59.28 322,200

Counties as percentage
of state 19.97

State ratio of 1949 to 1947 1.03

intercensal year (1947) point the way toward reasonably reliable
estimates of agricultural income of counties. The methodology may
need further refinements for some purposes. In any event, the pro
cedure emphasizes the high importance of farm labor to income
formation in agriculture. Considering the inadequate emphasis given
by the Department of Agriculture to the statistical coverage and re
porting of farm wage rates of counties, the good results obtained
even with an inadequate wage series show that the deficiencies in
such a vital set of agricultural data should be corrected. Equallyob
vious, both the further refinement of the methods presented here
and their efficient use in the future depend greatly on accurate data
of unit labor requirements of farm enterprises, which data happily
have been receiving increased emphasis from the Department of
Agriculture in recent years.
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COMMENT

ERNEST W. GROVE, Agricultural Marketing Service,
Department of Agriculture

For a number of years I have had intimate working contact with
national and state estimates of agricultural income. I know their
weaknesses, the numerous problems encountered in their develop
ment, and the large amount of work needed for their improvement,
especially at the state level. Under the circumstances, I cannot quell
a feeling of impatience and frustration when I learn of the large
volume of work being done in the allocation of these inadequate
state estimates on a county basis.

Since last fall the Department of Agriculture has been reapprais
ing its national estimates of farm production expenses and develop
ing state estimates of production expenses. These will, in tum, per
mit reinstatement of the series on net farm income by states. The
National Income Division of the Department of Commerce is also
reappraising and revising its state income payment series, and we
have been cooperating in revision of the agricultural components.
Therefore, state estimates both of total and of agricultural income
may shortly be available on a more satisfactory basis than hitherto.

I also have an instinctive distrust of mechanical formulas of the
type proposed by John L. Fulmer. If, however, county estimates are
really required, then the difficulties of ordinary allocation procedures
are all too evident in the case of agricultural income. Any formula
or method that can either improve the accuracy of county agricul
tural income estimates or reduce the work required with no loss in
accuracy will clearly be worthwhile. In what follows, I shall try to
shed my natural biases and consider Fulmer's method from that
standpoint.

Although I cannot be sure, I do not think Fulmer's formula is
properly described as a work-saving device. For example, his method
requires as a first step the multiplying out of all the unit labor re
quirements by acreage, production, or numbers of each commodity
to get total man-hours of farm labor required in each county and
state. If I am right in concluding that the formula is not a sho~
cut, then it must stand or fall on its merits as a device for improv-
ing the accuracy of county agricultural income estimates. '--'~

I shall discuss each of the independent variables in tum. I have
no quarrel with X2, the composite hourly cash wage. Net agricul
tural income represents the net income of farm operators plus farm
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wages, and it is not unreasonable to suppose that a total may be
correlated ~t least to .some extent with one of its parts.
. ~ doubt ~f Xa, the mdex of wage change, is a significant variable
m Its own rIght. At the county level, the absolute change in the com
posite hourly wage for the state as a whole had to be used for each
county, and the resu. that Xa turned out to be almost a constant
at the county level insignificant as a means of differentiating
among the various count. as to size of agricultural income.

The independent variable x. is what Fulmer refers to as the
ratio of wages to other inputs. It was derived, however, by divid
ing total gross receipts per hour by the hourly cash wage, and sub
tracting I from each of the resulting ratios. The final subtraction
step had no effect on x. as a variable in the regression analysis, so
it may be considered simply as the ratio of gross receipts to cash
wages.

Although I do not have the information necessary to prove this, I
suspect that the ratio of gross receipts to cash wages varied among
the states in much the same manner as gross receipts alone. Or per
haps it varied more nearly like gross receipts minus cash wages. But
in either case, if the index of wage change were left out of the
analysis, then agriCUltural income would be correlated (1) with cash
wages paid and (2) with gross receipts-all expressed on an hourly
basis. Reduced to its simplest terms, therefore, I think Fulmer's
analysis correlates agricultural income with one of its parts and with
the gross total of which it is a part.

Fulmer provides a rationalization of his procedure, largely in
terms of the assumed working out of competitive forces in agri
culture. Without going intorne pr,-'s and cons of this underlying
theory, I think that a consi<'erable derree of correlation is to be ex··
peeted in this type of 3I'JIysis. Yet I cannot share Fulmer's con
fidence in the predictiv,:- value of his fOl.nula at the county level.

He reports that we coefficients of currelation were statistically
significant for three of the four regions analyzed. But correlation c0

efficients that are significantly greater than zero are not enough for
this type of analysis. With only eleven observations for the southern
states, and with three independent variables used, my own feeling
is that the correlation ought to have been practically perfect at the
state level before the resulting regression could be used with any
confidence as a predictor of agricultural income at the county level.
When there are so few observations, the theoretical basis for the
relationship also should not be subject to any question.

I do not think that Fulmer's fonnula has met either of these tests.
Nevertheless, he has used it to estimate agricultural income in
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twenty counties of Virginia, and in about half of t~ese counties esti.
mates based on the regression fonnula ar~ sigmficantly different
from estimates derived by the usual allocation procedures. Fulmer
cites the greater uniformity in ':income f~rmati?n ratios" as an in·
dication of the superiority of hIs regression estimates. But there is
no reason to suppose that the ratio ~f net to g.ross income is the
same or nearly the same, in the vanous counties. The possibility
-indeed, the probability-of differences in this ratio is the essence
of the problem. Ordinary allocation procedures may lead in some
cases to exaggerated differences in the ratios of net to gross income.
But may not the regression method tend to understate such differ·
ences?

On the whole, my conclusion must be that the formula is interest-
ing and provocative, but certainly far from having been proved.
But my suspicions concerning Fulmer's formula do not prevent me
from concluding that it may be just about as good as any other
method, if county inconle estimates have to be made. It may even
be superior to the usual methods, as Fulmer claims. But that, I think,
is the proposition that remains unproved, and personally I do not
believe it.

Any method of allocating agricultural income by counties reo
mains somewhat suspect until its Validity can be proved beyond
question. And it is not likely that the Validity of Fulmer's method
or any other method will be fully established until its results can be
tested against independent and reliable data on agricultural incomes
in the counties.

Where are we going to get these check data? So far it seems to
me that the very basis for proof has been lacking.

ROBERT H. JOHNSON, University of Iowa

My comments on John L. Fulmer's paper fall into three cate
gories: those related primarily to the data problems, those related
to the theoretical framework, and an evaluation of the results of the
regression equation technique employed.

Data Problems

So !ar as I can determine from Fulmer's paper, the state agricul
tural mcome total being allocated by counties reflects cash receipts
from farm ma~keting flUS the value of home consumption. Ap
parently, there IS no adjustment for the fact that cash receipts may
be ~eater than, or less than, income produced in any given time
penod. The National Income I?ivision of the Department of Com'
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merce state estim~tes, employed as a control figure, include the
value of changes In f~rm inve~tories. Thus, there is a conceptual
gap between the agncultural Income being allocated by Fulmer
and the similar measure employed by the NID.

. Although there is ~o direct, easy solution to this problem, the
discrepancy may be lIDportant and the value of changes in in
ventory may not be spread uniformly among counties. Hence, a
state control figure may be unsatisfactory. In a two-stage agricul
tural economy, such as Iowa, it is not uncommon for inventories
of ~me ~roducts. (feed grains) to be changing in one direction,
while the mventones of other products (livestock) are moving in the
opposite. As some counties are predominantly specialized in one or
the other of these products, inventory Changes, by counties, cannot
be viewed as proportionate to change in inventories in the state as
a whole.

While the choice of regional boundaries is apparently in some
degree arbitrary, placing in the same region such dissimilar agri
cultural economies as those of Kansas and Oklahoma, on the one
hand, and Oregon and California, on the other, or Iowa and North
Dakota, leaves much to be desired. Fulmer's four-constant regres
sion equation approach creates the dilemma that to obtain statis
tically significant measures of correlation the number of observa
tions (states) must be kept fairly large, but to get enough states in
each regression, the regions must be so large as to cast serious doubts
on the homogeneity of their agricultural processes and institutions.

In the absence of detailed county information on labor input,
Fulmer's method relies on standard ratios for each state.1

Are such averages capable of reflecting the intrastate differentials
in income formation in agriculture? For example, the average man
hour per acre ratio for corn in Iowa was 8.8 in 1950; in the adja
cent states of Missouri and Minnesota the ratios were 14.3 and
10.8, respectively. Yet, in the southern border counties of Io~a,

the input requirements are probably much closer to those of M~
souri than to the state-wide average in Iowa. And the same condI-
tion probably prevails on the n~rthe~ border.2

• •

The inadequacy of state-WIde ratIos of labor reqUIrements IS

somewhat obscured by the character of the estimating equation,
in which labor hours required enters in as a divisor (in the computa
tion of gross receipts per man-hour of la~r input), an~ as a mul
tiplier (of net income per hour of labor mput). Thus, It seems to

1 In Virginia, separate ratios were aVailabl~ ~Y. crop districts.
"Labor requirement ratios for Iowa and adjOining states fro~ Reuben W. Hecht

and Keith R. Vice, Labor Used for Field Crops. Dept. of Agnculture, Bureau of
AgricuJiural &anomies, Stat. Bull. 144, June 1954, Table 3, p. 11.
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make little difference in the final estimate of county income what
figures are used for "labor r~quired." .Using t~e value of the coeffi.
cients for estimation of agTlcult~ral m~ome !n ~ccomac County,
Virginia, for example, if labor mput IS arbltranly reduced 18.7
per cent, from 7,399 thousand man-hou~s (Fulm~r's estimate) to
6 000 thousand man-hours, the total agncultural mcome estimate
f~r this county is reduced b~ only.~.2 per ce~t .. A r~gression equa·
tion that yields estimates so msensl~lve to va~latlons In values of the
independent variables may contaIn m~re Int~~al offsets than is
consistent with the proper degree of dIfferentiation among county
income levels.

The whole estimating procedure would probably be improved if
the "composite wage rate," X2, could be obtained by counties rather
than by "economic areas" composed of several counties. For ex
ample, in s~me of these e~onomic ~r~as, st~ictly rural. counties are
combined With other countIes contammg major mdustnal employers
with effectively unionized employees. It would be surprising if farm
wage rates were uniform in such nonhomogeneous labor markets.
Again, however, the internal offsets in Fulmer's regression equa
tion minimize the net results of differences in farm wage rates, in
cluding any errors arising from the use of average rates not typical
of particular counties. For example, if the wage rate used in Ful
mer's computation for Accomac County is arbitrarily reduced by,
say, 20 per cent (from 52.2 to 41.8 cents per hour) the total agri
cultural income estimate for the county is increased by 7.2 per cent,
from $9,917 thousand, to $10,633 thousand.

The use of the state average rate of change in the ratio of in
come formation as an "adjustor" for each county may give distorted
results. If the product mix and the cost structure are highly uniform
in all counties, the results from this method of preparing intercensal
year estimates are probably as good-or as bad-as the estimates
for census years, or the years for which the regression equations are
computed. But the ratio of prices received to prices paid by farm
producers does not change uniformly for all types of producers.
Over short periods (and it is the short run which is relevant here),
income per dollar of gross receipts may be changing at different
rates for producers of, say, feed grains and producers of cattle and
hogs. If there is substantial specialization, by counties, the applica
tion of a state-wide rate of change in the income formation ratio
gives distorted results.

The preparation of intercensal year estimates would be improved
by using a composite rate of change in each county. This composite
would reflect the change in the income formation ratio for each
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major agri~ultural product, wei~hted acc~r~g to the composition
~f output 10 .each county. Admittedly, this IS a more complicated,
tiII1e-consumlOg process than that employed by Fulmer. But the re
sults are logically defensible.

Conceptual Framework

Two assumptions appear basic to Fulmer's technique. First, the
facto~s of production must be combined in such proportions that
marglOal returns per dollar of outlay are equated for all units of
input-land, labor, capital, and management. Second, in order to
apply the constants and regression coefficients derived from state
data for regions to the estimation of county agricultural income,
the independent variables must have the same meaning when they
represent counties as when these independent variables represented
the several states composing the regions.

I think it is particularly hazardous to rely on the farm wage rate
as a predictive device in the estimation of agricultural income by
counties on the ground that "the biggest share (around 60 per cent)
of agricultural income goes to farm labor as earnings for labor."
Available wage rate data are for explicit wage payments to hired
workers, which account for from 15 per cent to 20 per cent of total
factor earnings in agriculture.3 The 60 per cent return to labor is
from two-thirds to three-fourths residual income. It is improbable
that "workers" shift from the status oflaborer to that of entrepreneur
with sufficient ease, and in adequate numbers, to make the explicit
wage payment for agricultural laborers a reliable measure of the
rate of residual labor earnings from agriculture. lnimobilities at
tributable to inadequate capital, knowledge of alternatives, skills
required for farm management, and the limited supply of land avail
able for laborers-turned-tenant raise serious questions on the efficacy
of the price mechanism as a device for the equalization of factor
rates of return-even in a competitive industry.

However, Fulmer's regression equation contains certain com
pensating features, since the composite area wage rate appears as a
numerator in X2' and in both the numerator and the denominator in
x,. Ceteris paribus, a lower wage rate will decrease the value of
X2 and increase the value of X4. Only if gross receipts per hour of
(standard) labor input and the money wage rate of hired labor
change in the same ratio will the value of .t", be constant.

In terms of the theory of regional income formation, the most

I National Income Supplement, 1954, Survey 01 Current Business, Dept. of Com
merce, Tables 13 and IS.
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serious defect in Fulmer's technique is his use of the independent
variable x computed by counties with a coefficient derived from a
mUltipl~ c~rrelation analysis employing data for a number of not
very homogeneous states. Basically, x. i~ a computed "independent
variable," derived by dividing gross recelp~ per hour.of (standard)
farm labor minus the wage rate for agrIcultural hired labor, by
the wage rate. Thus, x. is a ratio of nonlabor costs of production
(including rents, interest, and imputed returns to management)
to the hourly earnings of hired labor. But the x. variable is
not a ratio of other factor costs to labor costs, because the nu
merator includes all outlays, whether for factor costs or for pur
chases of intermediate goods. And this characteristic is true of
both the state and of the county values of X•. But, unless the in
ternal structure of the Xi variable is the same at both levels, i.e.
unless the proportion of x.. accounted for by intra-area purc1uJses
of intermediate goods is the same for states and counties, the ap
plication of the state coefficient will not--even conceptually-yield
a measure of factor earning accruing to farm labor and property
residing in the particular county.

In two counties having the same values of X2' Xa, and x.
and hence the same values for net income per hour-the ratio of
net agricultural income to gross receipts may be very different, de
pending upon the proportion of the x. representing returns to
factor owners other than hired labor compared with the share of x.
representing purchases of intermediate goods which mayor may not
give rise to factor earnings from agriculture, in the particular counties
for which estimates were being made.

In the larger regions from which the regression coefficients were
computed-and even in a state as a whole-the ratio of factor to
nonfactor costs embodied in the x. may be characterized by uni
fonnities not present in the ratio for individual counties. For one
thing, sales by one farm unit of, say, feeder cattle, feed grains, or
hay, to another farm unit may be intraregional or intrastate, but
are much less likely to be intracounty. Thus, x.. may represent vary
ing amounts of factor returns to other than hired labor, depending
upon the relative importance of intermediate purchases contained
in ~e ratio. In addition to the tendency for transactions with units
outside the area to increase as the size of the economic area is re
duced from region to state to county, the stability of mass data for
an area as large as a state can be expected to make for a greater
degree of uniformity in the composition of x. for different states,
than for different counties, even in the same state.
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Evaluation of the Estimates

~or the tw~nty Virginia ~ounties f?r which ~ulme~ has computed
agr:cultural mcome by hIs regressIon equatIon With coefficients
denved from eleven southeastern states, the ratio of income forma
tion to gross receipts is remarkably stable. Fulmer finds confirma
tion of tb:e validity of his es~imating procedure in the consistency
of the ratIo. I do not share hIS assurance that the uniformity of the
inco~e ~ormati?n ratios. from co~nty to county demonstrates the
supenonty of his regressIon equation technique over the somewhat
cumbe~ome, less formally precise allocation techniques widely em
ployed m the preparation of county agricultural income estimates.

In his own estimates of county agricultural income by the alloca
tion method, the range of the income formation ratio (excluding
Arlington County) is from about 42 per cent of gross receipts to
almost 80 per cent of gross receipts, or approximately a I to 2 ratio.
In estimates of agriCUltural income for the ninety-nine counties of
Iowa for 1939 (using concepts essentially the same as those em
ployed by Fulmer), I found that income fonnation as a percentage
of gross receipts ranged from about 44 to 74 per cent, a ratio of
1 to 1.7. As might have been expected, the lower limit of the range
was observed in a county specializing in the fattening of purchased
feeder cattle, primarily with purchased com; the upper limit, in a
county located in the "cash grain" area. Even among states, agri
cultural income formation as a percentage of gross receipts ranged
from about 30 to almost 70 per cent, or a ratio of I to over 2.

The uniformity of Fulmer's county ratios of agricultural income
formation to gross receipts is attributable to several features of
the estimating procedure. As already noted, the x, independent
variable does not reflect the substantial differences in the proportions
of factor to nonfactor costs. By applying the coefficient computed
from state data to the independent variable based on county data,
real county-to-county differences in income formation ratios may
be obscured. Secondly, substantial differences in th~ values of.the
wage rate variable and in the hours of labor reqUIred have httle
effect on the final income estimates because of internal offsets that,
together, comprise powerful "built-in equalizers" of the income
gross-receipts ratio. The labor input r~quirements seem .to be pa~

ticularly powerful in this respect. Despite a broad range m the es~l

mates of net income per hour of farm labo.r ~ro~ghly a 3 to I ratio
for the twenty Virginia counties) the multiplIcatIon of these hourly
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estimates by labor requirements eliminates most of the differentials
in the income-gross-receipts ratios.

Finally, on Fulmer's statistical technique, the regression equation
comprises three "independent variables." Yet, one of these variables
(x2 , the hourly wage rate) enters directly into the computation of
the other two. I am notsure in what sense the three variables can be
said to be independent. Certainly they are not independent of one
another. It may also be questionable whether or not a coefficient of
determination (R 2 ) computed from such an equation can be evalu
ated in terms of the usual criteria.

EDWARD F. DENISON, Department of Commerce

My brief comment is confined to the theoretical basis offered by
John L. Fulmer for expecting a high positive correlation among
counties between the average wage rate and the value of total factor
income per man-hour worked.

Customary theoretical analysis would assume the existence of geo
graphical mobility of farm labor, and hence a tendency for wage
rates (and the marginal value product of labor) to equalize among
the counties of a state. A similar tendency toward equalization of
interest return would be assumed, while the entire differential re
turn resulting from differing qualities of the land and from loca
tional factors would, following the Ricardian analysis, appear in
differences among counties in the amount of economic rent. Sta
tistically, economic rent appears in the income data as either rental
income or farm proprietors' income.

In equilibrium, therefore, according to customary economic
theory, the labor return per unit of labor would be equal in all
counties (except for the influence of non-wage-rate advantages and
disadvantages of the location) while the nonlabor return would be
unequal, and no stable relationship between labor and nonlabor
returns would be anticipated. The differences in wage rates among
counties upon which Fulmer relies would, from this approach, be
presumed to result from immobility and other imperfections in the
labor market and to bear no necessary relation to nonlabor returns.
It seems to me that Fulmer needs to supply a reconciliation of his
viewpoint with the conclusions reached by other theorists.

JOHN A. GUTHRIE, State College of Washington

John L. Fulmer has prepared an interesting and provocative pa
per on a difficult subject. He has used some ingenious methods of
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obtaining an estimate of agricultural income. His approach is also
intriguing because he uses economic theory as a basis for arriving
at his results. However, he makes a number of assumptions that
strike me as being questionable, particularly when his theoretical
model is applied to specific situations.

He states that the relative productivity of labor as exhibited in
farm wages is the source of differentiation between agriculture and
the rest of the economy, and also within agriculture between geo
graphic areas. He assumes that all farm labor is paid its marginal
value product and that the operator is paid for his labor at the same
rate as hired labor. In other words, he seems to say that the wages
paid to hired labor in agriculture give a measure of labor returns to
management. I question these assumptions, particularly if applied
to areas where farm income is very high, and there are many such
areas in the state of Washington. Is the farm operator likely to pay,
in each small area and under all circumstances, the marginal value
product to his laborers? Fulmer says this will be true because, if the
farm laborer is not paid the full marginal value product, he will be
come a renter. In the area of which I speak, renting is difficult. There
is little rental land available and the renter must supply the neces
sary equipment, which may cost $30,000 to $40,000. Most of the
renting is done by farm operators who already have a farm and who
rent a piece of adjacent land.

I also question his assumption that, when conditions outside agri
culture affect the price of farm products and raise or lower corre
spondingly the marginal value product of labor, the change in in
come is reflected in the asking price of labor and the bidding price
of farmers for labor. In the part of the country of which I speak,
the farm operator has to bid against industrial plants, such as Boeing
Aircraft, Kaiser Aluminum, and others. But if the price of farm
products goes up considerably while general wages in the area do
not, farm laborers do not necessarily get any higher wages. Similarly,
if farm income declines, the farm operator still has to pay the op
portunity cost to attract the labor he needs. Fulmer agrees, of
course, that farm wages do not fully reflect the marginal value
product for farm labor because of contractual inflexibilities in wage
rates, but he assumes that corrections are made when the wage rates
are renegotiated the following year. It seems to me that there may
be wide changes in farm income not reflected appreciably in the
wages of farm labor.

His assumption that farm wages are a proportion of farm income
may be true as a generality, but I question whether it should be used
as a basis for estimating income between counties or between dif-
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ferent types of agricultur~. Also. the assu~ption of the complete
substitutability of factors IS somewhat questionable. Generally, the
fann operator has a certain amount of equipment and hires a neces·
sary amount of labor. If the price o~ labor g~ down somewhat, he
may hire some additional labor, or If the pnce ~f labor goes up, he
may hire less. But if hiring another man requires the purchase of
a substantial amount of equipment, he may not make any such
adjustment.

I wonder also how some of the factors needed in Fulmer's equa-
tion are secured for intercensal years, for example, the x. factor in
the equation, the ratio of labor input to the computed cost of other
factors. Is one to assume that the ratio is the same in each county
for all years? If that is the assumption, I think it highly question
able. Also, how are the total hours of farm labor worked in each
county obtained from year to year? This information is crucial to
the use of the formula. Assuming that total hours of labor can be
computed for a census year, they may change considerably.

Fulmer also points out that it was necessary to build up estimates
of total farm receipts by counties from census data. This informa·
tion is not normally available by counties for other than census
years. He also says that it was necessary to compute total labor reo
quirements for all enterprises in the county by applying the labor
input per unit of all acres of crops grown and livestock products.
Again, how is this information obtained for other than census years?
He says that the composite wage rate, unavailable by counties, was
available by economic areas from the Department of Agriculture.
However, the economic areas frequently comprise a group of coun·
ties, and in my state these economic areas do not necessarily com·
prise counties that are homogeneous from an agricultural stand
point. In short, Fulmer's method raises a number of questions. Some
pertain to the validity of applying theoretical models to actual con·
ditions; others, to the lack of data to do the sort of thing that he
wants to do. To apply his method. dependence must be put on data
obtained in census years which are not necessarily applicable to
intercensal years.

Fulmer states that the series he gets for county income payments
is more consistent than the estimates prepared by allocation pro
cedures based on rough and inexact methods in calculations of ex
penditures. I think that the very nature of his estimating procedure
ma~es the ~esults .more .consistent. Does it necessarily follow that a
senes that IS conSistent IS better? I am inclined to doubt this. There
may be wide variations in the agricultural income of counties from
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year to .year because of variations in price, or of droughts, or of
other things.

REPLY BY THB AUTHOR

I am glad ~at Ernest W: Grove commented on the inadequacy
of.the st.ate estimates of agncultural.income. I had come to suspect
this dunng the course of my analysiS. Obviously, if the basic data
are inadequate, highly significant results cannot be obtained by
any method, and the one I described will not have a fair test until
the greatly improved data he promises are available.

But those of us in the South and elsewhere who labor on economic
development at the local level must proceed with the methods at
hand. Often a series must prove its usefulness before it can secure
the financial support necessary for its refinement. Sales Manage
ment 1 has been pUblishing county income estimates annually since
the 1930's. !hey are of the roughest sort, yet they are constantly
used by busmessmen and others to reach important decisions. My
method attempts to improve the farm income component of that
series until a better method is developed or the proposed one refined.

Grove recommends that X3 be omitted because it made little con
tribution to the county estimates. This was true for 1949 to 1950,
when farm wages rose only 0.6 cents per hour. Had tbe wage series
changed by 5 to 10 cents, as it did in 1951, X3 would have made a
significant contribution. The factor was retained because of this
contingency, and also to give a more refined net value to X2 and x•.

With regard to x., which reflects the relationship of the value of
the imputed cost of other factors to the hourly farm wage, he con
cludes that it measures about the same thing as gross receipts on an
hourly basis. This is an important misconception, because the former
is a relative while the latter puts the factor in terms of dollars and
cents. By actual trial, x. was found to be both more highly related
to the dependent variables than total hourly receipts and more
consistent in its behavior between regions.

Grove considers the coefficients of determination unsatisfactory
for predictive purposes in view of the small num~r of states re~re

sented in each case. However, since the coeffiCient of correlation
was statistically significant at the 1 per ceD;t lev~l f?r ~ee of ~e
regions, the existence of a functional relationship is satiSfactorily
established. Reliable estimates depend on the scatter of the data
about the mean relative to the slope of the line.! By this test, the

1 See Salt! Managemellt: Survey of Buyillg Power, May 10. 1953. pp. 20-27.
2 See Mordecai Ezekiel, Methods of Co"elJJtioll AMly";,, Wiley. 1930. p. 138.
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equations for all four groups of states gave good estimates, varying
from 5.1 to 13.9 per cent. The r~ther hetero~eneous group of
western states will produce good estimates also wIth a 9.2 per cent
error, because the variance about the mean of the individual states
was comparatively small.

I wrote that the greater uniformity of the county income forma
tion ratios obtained by the regression method than by the alloca
tion method showed that the first procedure is better. Grove, Robert
H. Johnson, and John A. Guthrie either question whether this uni
formity has any bearing on th~ validit~ of the method or consider
that it discredits the method, smce a high.degree of uniformity of
income is not. to be ex~c~ed among counties. Pa~t of the diffiCUlty
arises from. d~erences In mcom~ con~epts.. My discussants are ap
parently thmkmg of farm proprIetors net mcome, but my agricul
tural income concept is both broader and more refined than this. I
exclude rents paid farm landlords, wages to hired help, government
payments, and also errors that may occur in estimating these com
ponents.

I used this concept to get a measure of income consistent with
factorial earnings in the agricultural industry itself. Since the amount
of tenancy and of hired labor varies greatly between states, these
adjustments should make for greater uniformity in the income
formation ratios. This is exactly what happened, as shown by the
percentage variations of the ratios in 1949:

Northeast Corn Belt South West
Agricultural income •

Mean 38.86 44.11 57.74 50.07
Standard deviation 5.18 3.78 3.97 8.69
Coefficient of variation 13.3 8.6 6.9 16.2

Farm proprietors' Det income t.
Mean 24.44 37.34 47.84 36.46
Standard deviation 6.84 4.28 5.33 9.57
Coefficient of variation 28.0 lI.5 II.l 26.2

. • The concept .a~ ~efined in this paper. Farm proprietors' net income of the Na·
llo.nat Income Dlvlslon of the Department of Commerce, adjusted by adding renb
paid farm landlords plus wages paid hired labor. Government payments are de·
ducted.

b Farm proprietors' Det income as defined by the NID.

The coefficient of variation of agricultural income is 25.2 to 52.5
per cent less.than the variation of farm proprietors' net income. In
?<>~ c~mpaflsons, the Com Belt and the South are substantially less,
mdlcating greater homogeneity in their income formation ratios.
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In both concepts, however, the mean of the income formation
~atios vari~ greatly ~tween !egions. Institutional factors may be
un~rtant m e~plammg the ~ifferences among geographic units in
therr rates of mcome formatIon. Had the concept of agricultural
income been further refined to allow for rents paid to nonfarm land
lor~ and interest paid for capital obtained outside agriculture, the
ratIos would have been even more uniform.
~other !actor ~esponsi?le for the greater uniformity of the re

gressIOn estImates IS the mIXed nature of resource use in numerous
counties. The typical allocation procedures make no allowance
for the share of the expenses for maintenance of buildings and the
repair, maintenance, and operating expenses on automobiles and
trucks that are chargeable to the activities of farmers away from
their farms. Without an adjustment for this outside activity, the
reported total farm receipts of the counties are too low (39.9 per
cent of the counties reported off-farm work by farm operators in
1950).

Also, if industrial and other employment opportunities exist in
or near a county, the land and buildings carry an inflated value and
are not properly sensitive to bona fide farm earnings in the capital
ization process. This raises the rate of charge against receipts and
makes it inflexible. The Census Bureau procedure of valuing farm
land and buildings by estimating the selling price of a sample gives
an average of farmers' opinions over a period of years. The valua
tion will consequently not be sensitive to the current rate of earn
ings from farm operations. This leads to further error in the im
puted charges deducted from farm receipts.

However, the appearance of uniformity of the income ratios can
be misleading. While the twenty counties were take~ as a sample of
Virginia agriculture, ~ey are not fully repr:sentatIve o.f t~e state,
as shown by the followmg percentage coeffiCIents of vanatlon:

Coefficient of Variation:

0.1

43.1

1.6

11.1

Eleven Twenty
Southern States Virginia Counties

Xl' Agricultural income per hour 18.0 34.1
X" Composite wage rates per hour 11.6 10.5
x.. 1950 composite wage as per

centage of 1949 wage
%I, Ratio of imputed value of

other costs to 1949 wage

The twenty counties vary less in X2 and X3' but substan~ially more
in x than do the eleven states. Although data are available only
by ~onomic areas for X2, the coefficient of variation of wages for
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the ten economic areas of Virginia was 13.7 per cent compared to
to.5 per cent for the twenty-county ~ample, indicating. 23 per cent
less variation than in the factor st~dled by the reg~esslon analysis.
Since x accounts for about two-thirds of the coefficient of determi.
nation :nd is jointly.re.latOO to x., its low~r variability bec~mes ~gh1y
important in explammg .the comparatively gr~ater ~m.fomuty of
the income fonnation ratio of the sar.np~e. counties. It IS mteresting,
however, that despite the smaller vanablhty.of two of the Variables,
agricultural hourly income was nearly twice as variable for the
twenty counties as for the eleven states: the range of hourly earn
ings of the twenty counties was from 151.6 to 48.9 cents compared
to 78.1 cents for Virginia. One expects greater variation in hOUrly
earnings as the size of the geog~ap~ic un!t decreases: it. is a big
factor in favor of the fonnula that It gives this result. There IS danger
of forgetting this and concentrating too much on the income forma.
tion ratio. Finally, to return to the question of the value of Xt in the
equation, the very large variability for the twenty counties shows
the power it possesses to reflect extreme variations in the total re
ceipts of small geographic areas.

I wish to comment on a few points raised in Johnson's critical
analysis of my paper. First, my fonnula assumes that the state in
ventory adjustment rate can be used a<; the adjustment rate for the
counties. Obviously, this is an oversimplification. Perhaps inventory
charges should be adjusted independently where they are important
and particularly volatile, as in a grain and hay state such as Iowa.

Next, labor requirements should, of course, be calculated as
accurately as possible, particularly for counties. However, the lack
of annual, current labor data is not important, since the income
fonnation ratio method obviates the use of labor requirements in
making estimates for intercensal years.

Johnson is correct in stating that errors in the computation of Xt

may be largely offset by the interrelationships between X2 and Xt.

He arrived at this conclusion by arbitrarily changing the labor input
of Accomac County to test the effect on agricultural income. When
total labor requirements were reduced by 18.7 per cent, the esti
mate of agricultural income was reduced by only 2.2 per cent. This
result seems startling. But, if he had included an increase in wages,
a n~ary co?dition to a reduction in labor input, the estim~e
of agnculturalmcome would have been raised, not reduced, as his
later calculation shows.

Johnson questions whether the factors are independent of one
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another. Conceptually, they were not intended to be so, since it is
assumtd that the factors combine in a joint function to oive some
thing more than. a linear~ additive function. He alsooquestions
~hether chang~ m ~e panty r~tio can be applied uniformly to the
mcome fonnatlo~ r~tlo of ~untles in adjusting from censal to inter
censal y~ars. ~1S IS a se~ou~ challenge to a basic assumption of
!ann poh~y as.1t oper~tes lD th~ country at present. The same parity
mdex (With ml~or adjustment lD the base for some crops) is applied
to all crops uniformly regardless of location in the calculation of
parity prices and price supports on the assumption that prices and
costs in different regions of the United States move together to such
an extent that the aberrations are minor.

However, the method outlined for intercensal estimates is not
so hide-bound by this assumption as Johnson believes. While shifts
in the parity ratio from year to year are the major force causing
change in the income formation ratios between years, the adjust
ment percentage was not computed from the changes in the parity
ratio but from the changes in the income formation ratios of the
respective states. To the extent that agricultural income accounting
by states was based on a separate determination of individual com
ponents of expenses and receipts, the effects of the chan~es in the
parity ratio were differentiated to the individual states and therefore
were reflected in the income formation ratios.

Both Johnson and Guthrie question the applicability to agricul
ture of the equimarginal assumption, holding that resource alloca
tion operates imperfectly between agricultural and nonagricultural
enterprises and also within agriculture. But the well-known differ
ential between farm and city wages is largely or completely com
pensated for by the tangible and intangible difterences between the
country and the city. Farm perquisites are valued at farm prices
and not at retail prices. The required standard of life permits cheaper
living in the country than in the city.3 Some may place even ~ore

importance on the intangible values of farm life. But other things
being equal, the farm to city migration picks up as the ~age differ
ential widens, although some authorities who have studied the mat
ter place more emphasis on employment.opportunities.4 1fthe.f~~r
has to bid higher for labor, h.e selects It more .carefu~y, utilizes It
more efficiently, and adds capital. He has to adjust all mputs to the

• Paul D. Converse, Harvey W. Huegy, and Robert V. Mitchell, The Elements
of Marketing, .5th ed, Prentice-Hall, 19.53, p. 3.5.

'See Howard L. Parsons, The Impact 0/ Fluctuat!0ns. in NatioryailncfJme on
Agricultural Wages and Employment, Harvard Studies m Labor m Agncu1ture,
June 1952, pp. 36-46.
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point where a dollar of outlay in every direc!ion ret~rns the same
marginal value product. He may. not do thIs conscIously or ac
curately, but competition makes th~s t!ue for farmers as a group.

Obviously, the equimarginal prmclpl~ d?es no! work perfectly;
it is only necessary, however, that th.e ~nnclple eXIst as a .dominant
force for it to have value as a predIctIve factor. That thIs has oc
curred even in the state of Washington is indicated by the number
of farm operators working in industry and the number who are
tenants.

Johnson places great emphasis on the fact that, even though
about 60 per cent of all farm income is allocable to fann labor, in
cluding the labor of farm operators, ~nl>, 15 to 2.0 per cent is paid
out for hired labor. I contend that thIS IS a sufficIent percentage to
make the principle operative. Less than that percentage of the
great American crop, corn, is sold, yet no one has ever questioned
the market value of the remainder.

One final comment on Johnson's discussion. He is disturbed that
the proportions of the imputed values of other factors, including in
termediate goods, rents, interest, and returns to management, ex
pressed as a ratio to farm wages, varies between states and between
counties. He believes this variation invalidates the use of X4 as a
predictive factor. Production e.eonomics indicates that numerous
combinations of factors maj be used to obtain a given product.
The important objective is ~o get production that returns opportunity
costs to the diJferen~ f~c~ors. There are obviously limits to substitu
tion, but within them variations in the combination of factors be
tween industries and between farms occur. Intermediate goods may
be substituted for land or fixed equipment. Such inputs as fertilizer,
seed, fuel, and numerous others are used up in the process of pro
duction. Even where there are monopoly elements present, will not
the capitalization process cause the assets to take on the additional
value to represent the difference? It is apparent, therefore, that the
input mix, like the output mix, becomes homogeneous through its
dollar denominator. The ratio of other factors to labor provides a
major point of differentiation in view of the relative importance of
labor. My contention is that, for estimating purposes, it is all the
differentiation needed.

Den~n suggests that I provide a reconciliation of my theoretical
~odel WIt? that of conclusions reached by other theorists. My view
IS that agrIcultural income of counties is a function of the composite
~ourl! ~age rat~ and .two other factors that influence the dependent
ID a Jomt functIon Wlth the wage rate. The basic postulate is that
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~ann la~r, as a participant in production, receives approximately
Its mar~1Dal value product. Denison states that under customary
economIc theory only land rent would reflect a differential between
counties, being dependent. upon locational and productiVity differ
en~. Under the assumpt~on of geographic mobility of labor and
capital, the us~al theory 8lmS a~ equality of both interest and wage
returns per uOlt between counties.

In actual practice, the f~er with investments in land capitalizes
the rental re~. Thus, ~ an ent~epreneurial sense, the farm op
~rator lumps ~vestm~nts ~ land WI~ other capital outlays, adjust
mg the facton.al c?mbmatlon to eq~al~e marginal returns per dollar
of outlay, takmg mto account the llIDlts of substitution between the
two factors and each with labor independently or in combination.

Farm labor, whil.e som~what immobile in farm to industry move
ments because of mtanglble values associated with farm life, is,
however, highly mobile between farms and between communities.
Beyond counties, the mObility of farm labor drops rapidly. Despite
imperfections in the mobility of farm labor and the fact that only
15 to 20 per cent is employed as hired labor, I consider that there is
sufficient mObility and bargaining over wages in labor contracts to
make the marginal productivity principle effective. With land and
capital treated in the same way by the entrepreneur through the cap
italization process, it appears that the only fixed factor is the en
trepreneur. He adds factors in the proper proportions until he maxi
mizes entrepreneurial returns. Of course, the entrepreneur almost
never makes full utilization of his capacity because of capital ra
tioning. I believe what I have said to this point is in accord generally
with economic theory.

Now to the problem of explaining the differences in wages be
tween counties. Equality of the marginal value product of labor
within a geographic unit requires that the labor unit be of equ~l

quality, an assumption violated in agriculture. The ~asic labor. umt
is far from equal throughout agriculture because of inherent.~er
ences of ability and education within the labor force. The pnnclpal
reason farm wages averaged in 1949 only 40.3 c~nts in the South
compared to 70.9 cents in the Corn Belt was the difference between
types of labor. . . . .

The dilution of the labor force that accompanies mIgratiOn IS

also a significant source of county differentials. ~e more alert
and intelligent laborers, who are also the most effiCient, m~ve first
and farthest.5 In the process, they move into types o! agnculture
with a better market advantage, as dairying, or more highly mecha-

I Ibid., pp. 36-46.
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nized. This gives rise to county differentials within states and regions
and between regions.

In my model, I did not intend.to exp~ain the county differences
in income entirely by the wage differential, because the volume of
work and other inputs vary so widely between counties. I had refer.
ence to the hourly agricultural income, and even in this connection
the model would be equally applicable if there were no labor differ.
entials between counties. The three factors, especially because of
the joint functions in which they are defined, are capable of a great
variety of combinations and therefore widely varying agricultural in.
come per hour between counties.

Guthrie is correct in his conclusion that I assumed that fann labor
is paid its marginal product, but not that the "wages paid to hired
labor in agriculture give a measure of labor returns to management."
Returns to management include two components, the wages earned
by the operator as a laborer and the return he gets in his capacity
as a manager. The wages of hired labor determine the lower limit~

of operator's returns. Operator's returns would average higher than
the wage returns of laborers, rising with the level of fann wages
and conversely. There are geographic areas and circumstances where
there may be little or no relationship. as in the state of Washington,
but in general throughout the United States, they vary together.




